Footsteps for Freedom
Student lessons along the
Overmountain Victory
National Historic Trail

Name:_____________________________

tm

Synonyms

Date:____________________

from Footsteps for Freedom
Use after

Episodes: 1—5

Directions: A word that means the same or almost the same as another word is called a synonym.
Read each sentence carefully. Replace the word in italics with a word from the word box that has almost the
same meaning. Write your selected word on the line.

thought-out
plan

clever
butcher

meeting
supplies

_______________________ 1. Shelby
understood the message clearly and he knew
instantly what he had to do.
_______________________ 2. When Shelby
arrived, he found a large gathering of friends
had come to celebrate Sevier’s recent
marriage.
_______________________3. Under the
scheme, the British planned to capture the
Southern seaports and then march northward
recruiting more Loyalists.
_______________________4. Major Patrick
Ferguson, a brilliant military strategist, was
leading the Americans who were still loyal to
the British King.

hated
path

report
mistrusted

________________________ 6. During the
long day, these frontiersmen gathered
provisions and prepared for battle.

________________________ 7. The
militiamen planned to let their supply of
cattle walk alongside until they needed to
slaughter them to feed the feed the army.

________________________ 8. The route
along Yellow Mountain Road was steep and
the walking was slow, especially with a herd
of cattle.
________________________ 9. The absence
of the missing men was highly suspicious.

_______________________5. Ferguson
called them “backwater men” and he despised ________________________ 10. The Patriot
their practice of yelling and whooping like
militia considered all this as the army started
down the mountain.
Indians while they were fighting.
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Directions: A word that means the same or almost the same as another word is called a synonym.
Read each sentence carefully. Replace the word in italics with a word from the word box that has almost the
same meaning. Write your selected word on the line.

thought-out
plan

clever
butcher

meeting
supplies

_____report____________ 1. Shelby
understood the message clearly and he knew
instantly what he had to do.
_______meeting_________ 2. When Shelby
arrived, he found a large gathering of friends
had come to celebrate Sevier’s recent
marriage.
________plan___________ 3. Under the
scheme, the British planned to capture the
Southern seaports and then march northward
recruiting more Loyalists.
_________clever________ 4. Major Patrick
Ferguson, a brilliant military strategist, was
leading the Americans who were still loyal to
the British King.

hated
path

report
mistrusted

_________supplies_______ 6. During the
long day, these frontiersmen gathered
provisions and prepared for battle.

________butcher_________ 7. The
militiamen planned to let their supply of
cattle walk alongside until they needed to
slaughter them to feed the feed the army.

__________path__________ 8. The route
along Yellow Mountain Road was steep and
the walking was slow, especially with a herd
of cattle.
_________mistrusted_____ 9. The absence
of the missing men was highly suspicious.

_________hated_________ 5. Ferguson
called them “backwater men” and he despised _______thought-out______ 10. The Patriot
their practice of yelling and whooping like
militia considered all this as the army started
down the mountain.
Indians while they were fighting.
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